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Abstract—The ultimatum game is a construct used to explore
factors that influence decision making in economic reasoning.
The game involves two players who asymmetrically encounter
a windfall, but both knowing the amount of the windfall: one
player proposes a division of the windfall between the two players;
the other player either accepts the proposer’s suggested division,
and in this case the windfall is divided between the players
according to the proposal, even if the responder receives nothing,
or the other player rejects the proposer’s offer, and in this case
neither player receives anything. In this paper, influences on
decisions to accept or reject offers within the ultimatum game
(scale of windfall, wealth consciousness, and social proximity)
are explored. Scale of windfall did not reveal an effect. Aspects
of responders’ socio-economic circumstances likely to associate
with greater concern about finances, and therefore greater wealth
consciousness, are shown to relate to a higher threshold for
a minimum acceptable offer. Greater social distance between
proposer and responder appears to increase rejection rates.
These results demonstrate an influence of social and economic
circumstances of participants on their economic reasoning.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

If one’s goal is, for example, to agument human cognitive
capabilities (see [1]), it is necessary to understand the properties of un-augmented cognition. Understanding how human
reasoning diverges from pure rationality is important to being
able to anticipate and isolate the influence of biases and attachments. The Ultimatum Game [2] has been used extensively
in research that explores such factors because of a tendency
within the game for participants to evidently “irrationally”
reject non-zero offers that would otherwise represent free
goods. Within the game there are two players, one of whom encounters a windfall and who may keep a share of that windfall

only if the proposed share is agreed by the other player. Where
the windfall is money, normal market reasoning would suggest
that any non-zero offer that the offer-proposer makes should be
acceptable to the offer-responder since it would represent pure
gain. However, evidently responders are quite likely to reject
any offer that they perceive as unfair, modulo some asymmetric
allowance to the proposer as the one who first “touched” the
windfall. To idealize: if one could identify exactly the set of
factors that lead to rejection of non-zero offers one would have
itemized the elements of “irrationality” that influence human
economic decision making.
This paper explores the impact of wealth consciousness,
scale of the overall amount of goods available (§III), and social
distance between game players within the game (§IV).
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Prior research
Many factors have been studied in connection with the
ultimatum game, studying both influences on the proposer and
on the responder. For example, emotional contexts (such as
elicited by failure in a preceding game of chance) have been
demonstrated to prime behaviors of proposers (e.g. towards
lower offers) [3]. A comparable study has shown that responders, when primed by a disgust trigger, accept lower offers [4].
The focus of the present work is on the responder’s decision
of whether to accept an offer.
Studies have also addressed economic reasoning. It has
been shown, for example, that for offers of identical percentages, the greater the overall magnitude of the windfall,1
1 We

refer to the magnitude of the windfall as the scale of the windfall.

the less likely rejection [5]. Forcing delay in decision for
several minutes has also been shown to reduce rejections [6],
and forcing speeded decision has been shown to increase
rejection rates [7]. Here we consider the question of the
scale of the offer, but in a background context in which
probable consciousness of wealth may be inferred. Among
children, where consciousness of wealth is not expected to
be pronounced (and in a modified task, with candy rather than
money) a preference for understanding a fair offer as equal
shares has been demonstrated [8].
It has been shown that social appearances influence the
decisions people make in evaluating an offer in the ultimatum
game, even when they are not aware of that influence [9]. The
same study demonstrated sensitivity to moral descriptions of
the person making the offer. Here we focus on an indirectly
related factor, social proximity (under the assumption that
people foster friendship (as opposed to mere acquaintanceship)
with people whom they find morally compatible).

Subsequently, participants were asked what minimum offer
they would accept, whether they had heard of the ultimatum
game before, what their understanding of the game was.
The experimental design received approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Computer Science
and Statistics of Trinity College Dublin. Participants were
recruited via physical notice boards around Trinity College
Dublin and online notices in the Irish communities in which
the second author participates. Recruitment resulted in 153
responses. Participants were randomly allocated to the six (3
levels of scale x 2 levels of offer fairness) condition types. Of
these 153 responses, 147 were retained for analysis, responses
eliminated either because participants opted out of answering
the question of whether to accept or reject the offer or because
the open text field revealed that the participant engaged in the
experiment in the spirit of vandalism [10], [11]. A summary
of the age ranges of participants is indicated in Table I.
TABLE I.
Age Range
Count

B. Hypotheses

AGE RANGES AND THEIR COUNTS OF PARTICIPANTS
18-24
92

25-34
19

35-44
11

45-54
7

55-64
18

Hypothesis 1: Wealth consciousness increases expectation
for “fair” offers in the game, even where any non-zero offer
would create benefit.

B. Results

Hypothesis 2: Offers in relation to large amounts matter
more than the percentage of the offer.

Of the 147 responses, only eight were decisions to reject
the offer. Table II indicates how these distributed across the
age-ranges attested among participants. Table III illustrates

Hypothesis 3: With greater social distance there is greater
inclination to reject offers.
III.

W EALTH AND OFFER SCALE

TABLE II.
Decision
Accept
Reject

18-24
89
3

D ECISION TYPE ACROSS AGE RANGES

25-34
18
1

Age
35-44
9
2

45-54
7
0

55-64
16
2

A. Methods
An online questionnaire was developed asking a series of
indirect questions about issues correlated with wealth consciousness (e.g. employment status, level of education home
ownership, location of residence, etc.). The questions relate
to demographic factors that impinge on a pre-theoretic notion
of wealth consciousness – for example, one might imagine
a person employed full-time to have fewer concerns about
potential income than someone who is retired. We do not
propose these quantities as a perfect inventory of wealth or
wealth consciousness, but as manifestly associated factors.
After these questions, participants were presented with the
rules of a hypothetical new television game show.
Now imagine you are taking part in the most
recent episode of “Cash Flow”. You choose a box
from the bag and open it. It is empty. The other
participant opens a box containing $10,000. They
decide to offer you $4,000. Remember:
1) If you accept this offer, you will receive the
portion of the money in the other contestant
offered you, and they get to keep the reset.
2) If you reject this offer, neither of you receive
any money.
The participant is asked “Do you want to accept or reject
this offer?” Each particpant plays the game exactly once. The
scale of the offer is one of $100, $10,000 or $1,000,000 (the
example above is from the middle scale). The offer is either
fair (40%) or unfair (20%) of the amount mentioned in the text.

TABLE III.
Decision
Accept
Reject

D ECISION TYPE IN RELATION TO OFFER TYPE

Offer Type
Fair
Unfair
73
66
4
4

that the decisions to reject were evenly split between fair and
unfair offers. The influence of scale of the offer is indicated
in Table IV. The rejections concentrate at the least end of
the scale, while acceptances distribute evenly across levels
of scale. As more than 20% of the contingency table yield
expected counts less than 5, a chi-square test of significance
is not warranted [12], nor is the resulting chi-square statistic
significant if computed without regard to convention.
TABLE IV.
Decision
Accept
Reject

100
45
5

D ECISION TYPE IN RELATION TO OFFER TYPE
Scale
10000
1000000
46
48
1
2

The large number of offer acceptances makes it all the
more interesting to explore the threshold for offer acceptances
indicated by participants after their initial decision. Table V indicates the counts of individuals for each of the possible levels
of acceptance thresholds provided. The level 0 corresponds to
a response that the participant would accept any offer.
Table VI shows how the threshold of being offered at least
50% distributed across actual decision types, given offer types.

TABLE V.

P ERCENTAGE OFFER EXPRESSED AS NECESSARY FOR
ACCEPTANCE

Decision
Accept
Reject

0
103
0

Acceptance threshold percentage
10
20
30
40
50
100
18
8
4
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
5
1

NA
2
1

TABLE VI.

C OUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS WHO WOULD ACCEPT OFFERS
OF AT LEAST 50%, BY OFFER TYPE AND DECISION TYPE

Decision
Accept
Reject

Acceptance Threshold < 50%
Offer Type
Fair
Unfair
70
65
0
1

Acceptance Threshold ≥ 50%
Offer Type
Fair
Unfair
1
1
4
2

The individual who rejected the unfair offer of 20% would
have accepted 30%. The fact that one person who rejected
the amount offered would have accepted an offer of 100%
indicates that perceived equality was not univocally the main
motivating factor behind the decision.2 The individuals who
rejected the offer were more likely to express an interest in an
offer of at least 50% than those who accepted the offer (fair
or unfair) (χ2 = 74.76, df = 1, p < 2.2 ∗ 10−16 ).
We also analyze the acceptance threshold percentage directly as a response variable. However, it is implicit in Table V
that this quantity is not normally distributed, given that the
majority indicated that they would have accepted any offer.
Therefore, non-parametric tests are used to test significance
of effects. Table VII shows that the mean of the acceptance
threshold does not have a clear (monotonic) relationship to the
scale of the amount involved in the offer.
TABLE VII.

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO SCALE OF AMOUNT TO BE SHARED

Scale
100
10000
1000000

Acceptance threshold
9.592
5.000
6.531

TABLE VIII.
n
77
1
1
4
5
3
55
1

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Employment Status
Employed
Homemaker
Military
Unemployed
Retired
Self-employed
Student
NA

Acceptance Threshold
8.421
NA
0.000
12.500
20.000
10.000
3.704
—

Employment status (see Table VIII) appears to have a
significant effect (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 12.162, df = 5, p =
0.03263): the greatest mean acceptance threshold is among
retired participants, followed by those not employed and selfemployed. Table IX shows that the mean of participants’
indication of their acceptance threshold does not correspond
linearly with the number of annual holidays they take. In
Table X a higher mean acceptance threshold for full-time than
for part-time participants is shown; however, the difference
is not significant (W = 1787.5, p = 0.2003). Table XI
shows that the acceptance threshold does not linearly relate
to the number of individuals reported as contributing to the
2 In this case, the response indicates accepting only offers in which the
proposer receives nothing, and it is difficult to defend this as fair.

participant’s household income. In relation to the question of
whether the participant contributes to the household income
as main provider or joint provider Table XII shows that there
is an effect of increase in mean acceptance threshold with
the increase of the participant’s percentage contribution to
household income, analyzed in categorical terms (KruskalWallis χ2 = 8.7853, df = 2, p = 0.01237).
TABLE IX.

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO NUMBER HOLIDAYS PARTICIPANTS TAKE ANNUALLY

Holidays
Mean Acceptance Threshold

TABLE X.

0
2.353

1
6.909

2
5.652

3
13.636

3+
10.714

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO EMPLOYMENT MODEL

EmploymentModel
Full time
Part time

AcceptThreshold
8.414634
6.153846

TABLE XI.

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO NUMBER HOLIDAYS PARTICIPANTS TAKE ANNUALLY

Household incomes
Mean acceptance threshold

0
5.000

1
10.000

2
7.045

3
5.200

4
11.818

5
3.333

TABLE XII.

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO PARTICIPANT PARTICIPATION IN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Participation in household income
No
Joint
Main provider

Mean acceptance threshold
4.731
11.200
12.608

While there is not a linear relationship between the number
of years of employment and mean acceptance threshold, there
is a trend: see Table XIII; considered as categories, the
differences across categories that suggests a higher threshold
of acceptance with a greater number of years’ employment
(Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 16.299, df = 8, p = 0.03829). Marital
status also yields a significant effect (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 =
8.3595, df = 2, p = 0.0153): the counts are shown in
Table XIV.
C. Discussion
It has been shown that years of employment, marital status,
and percentage contribution to household income all have
a significant interaction with the threshold percentage offer
that participants reported as necessary for their acceptance.
These quantities are related to wealth, but do not determine
wealth. The fact that the number of individuals contributing to
household income did not show significance undermines the
claim that household wealth is the main overarching factor
here. One might consider the effect of age further in this
light, given that years of employment is constrained by age.
Again, treating the age ranges as categorical variables there, is
a significant effect here (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 21.114, df =
4, p = 0.0003005); however, the effect is not linear with
age, as shown in Table XV. One might reach a conclusion
that probable sensitivity to wealth has a greater influence than
wealth correlates. The discussion of employment status categories supports this: students and employed individuals showed
the least mean threshold in the percentage of an acceptable
offer, while retired and unemployed participants indicated the
greatest threshold. Circumstances of the responder that appear

TABLE XIII.
n
40
30
5
9
1
1
2
2
0
29
28

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO DURATION OF EMPLOYMENT

Years of Employment
<1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
10+
NA

AcceptThreshold
6.500000
4.666667
0.000000
3.750000
0.000000
0.000000
10.000000
0.000000
0.000000
16.206897
—

TABLE XIV.

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO DURATION OF MARITAL STATUS

n
35
2
106
4

Marital Status
Married
Separated
Single
NA

TABLE XV.

AcceptThreshold
13.333
10.000
5.333
—

M EAN OF PERCENTAGE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD IN
RELATION TO AGE

n
92
19
11
7
18

Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64

AcceptThreshold
5.055
4.737
22.000
0.000
14.706

at face value to associate with consciousness of wealth further
associate with a higher threshold for the minimum percentage
of an offer deemed fair.
While the research design created two response variables:
the decision to accept or reject and the acceptance threshold,
it is noteworthy that such a small proportion of participants
rejected the offer. At least two possible explanations suggest
themselves. One is in the nature of the scenario presented in
which participants are asked to imagine that the offer was
provided after their own possibility of being the proposer in
the game proved null: their own box containing a potential
windfall was empty. They are then responding to their partner’s
offer. This feature of the construction may nudge participants
towards imagining that their partner has a greater entitlement to
the amount in their box. The construction very nearly amounts
to having played the game twice, once in each role; however, it
is not a foregone conclusion that repeated games with the same
partner lead to greater levels of acceptances [13]. The second
possibility is in the anonymous nature of the partner in the
game: no information is given to participants about who their
partner might be. Given this, it is not possible to determine
whether they constructed a mental image of their partner at all
or whether they did so as someone unfamiliar or familiar, and
if familiar, whether the person was imagined as someone with
proximal or distal social distance. The next section addresses
the question of social proximity.
IV.

S OCIAL DISTANCE

The ultimatum game is simple. The game is
played by two players who are shown a sum of
money, say 10. One player (the Proposer) is asked
to split the money between himself/herself and the
other player. The other player (the Responder) can
either accept or refuse the offer. If the other player
accepts the offer, the money is shared according to
the offer. However, if the other player refuses the
offer then both players get nothing.
This study did not manipulate the scale of the offer, nor were
questions about wealth presented.3 The manipulated variable
was social proximity, with participants asked to imagine participating in the game with a stranger, an acquaintance or a close
friend. Participants were randomly allocated to one of these
social proximity conditions. To prime focus on social proximity, participants were presented with a narrative that explicitly
asked them to imagine the person, as in the following. The
narrative mentioned either the stranger, acquaintance or close
friend, as appropriate to the condition assigned.
Picture an acquaintance of yours, this would be a
person who you have met but dont know very well.
Imagine that your acquaintance is wearing a red hat
and white runners. The hat and runners were given
to your acquaintance as a gift.
The same acquaintance has been given e10. Your
acquaintance is then asked to share this money with
you. Out of the e10, your acquaintance can offer
to give you any amount. But there is a condition.
If you decide accept your acquaintances offer, you
both get to split the money according to the offer.
However, if you decide to reject the offer, you and
your acquaintance will both receive nothing.
The offer type was either fair (e4) or unfair (e1). While social
distance was constructed with three levels, we also intended
a binary version of the variable (“acquaintance” and “friend”
understood as “familiar” and “stranger”, as “unfamiliar”).
The experimental design received approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Computer Science
and Statistics of Trinity College Dublin. Participants were
recruited via physical notice boards and flyers around Trinity
College Dublin, with contact details of the third author. To
support “snow-ball” recruitment, participants were encouraged
to forward the questionnaire to others known to them. Recruitment resulted in 96 participants, each randomly allocated to
an experimental condition (3 levels of social distance x 2 offer
types). Table XVI shows that there was a greater propensity
to reject an unfair offer than in the other experiment.
TABLE XVI.
Decision
Accept
Reject

D ECISION TYPE IN RELATION TO OFFER TYPE

Offer Type
Fair
Unfair
38
30
10
18

A. Methods
An online questionnaire was developed. The game was presented in concise terms, without the game show construction.
Prospective participants were informed as follows:

3 Recall that the first study exhibited low rejection rates and that previous
research has shown higher rejection rates in response to smaller magnitudes,
even where varying magnitudes do not correspond to varying windfall percentages offered [5].

B. Results
The distribution of responses by offer type and the twolevel measure of social distance is shown in Table XVII and
in relation to the three-level measure in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVII.

D ECISION TYPE IN RELATION TO OFFER TYPE AND
BINARY SOCIAL DISTANCE

Offer Type
Fair
Unfair
Social Proximity
Familiar
Unfamiliar

TABLE XVIII.

Response
Accept
Reject
Accept
Reject

28
4
10
6

23
9
7
9

D ECISION TYPE IN RELATION TO OFFER TYPE AND
THREE - LEVELS OF SOCIAL DISTANCE
Offer Type
Fair
Unfair

Social Proximity
Friend
Acquaintance
Stranger

Response
Accept
Reject
Accept
Reject
Accept
Reject

15
1
13
3
10
6

13
3
10
6
7
9

A log-linear model testing association between the binary
version of social proximity and response type is significant
(p = 0.0069505), with participants more likely to accept offers
and less likely to reject offers from familiar proposers and less
likely to accept offers and more likely to reject offers from
unfamiliar proposers, than if there were no interaction. This
two-variable interaction is also significant for the three-level
coding of social distance (p = 0.010171) (there is a difference
in magnitude of residuals between friends and acquaintances,
but they remain in the same direction in distinction to the
residuals associated with strangers). Using a log-linear model
to test the association among offer type, response type and the
binary model of social proximity, the null hypothesis that there
is no interaction among the variables may be rejected (p <
0.032). The magnitude of residuals is such that the number of
rejections of unfair offers made by unfamiliar individuals is
larger than would be expected without interaction (p < 0.05).
Using the three-level model of social proximity, the overall
interactions do not achieve significance (p = 0.08515), and
the magnitude of the rejections of offers by strangers only
approaches significance as well.
C. Discussion
It is noteworthy that this experiment had fewer recalcitrant
responses than the experiment described in §III. Presumably,
the inventory of questions prior to the actual game in the §III
experiment was more off-putting. As expected, social distance
has an impact, with greater social distance creating a greater
inclination to reject an offer, unfair offers rejected more than
fair offers, in any case.
V.

R EFLECTIONS

There were more rejections of offers (fair and unfair) in the
experiment of §IV than of §III. The rejections are sensitive
to offer type (fair vs. unfair) in the §IV experiment but not
the §III one. While the pattern of rejection in §IV increases

with greater social distance, the level of social distance that
demonstrates least sensitivity to offer type is the case of the
stranger. In abstract terms, that is an approximate description
of the results in the §III experiment. However, the condition
with the greatest difference between overall acceptances and
rejections, with more acceptances is the case of the friend, and
in those abstract terms, this too is an approximate description
of the results of the first experiment. The results in §IV while
interesting in their own right, do not disambiguate whether
the participants described in §III imagined participating in the
game show with a friend, an acquaintance or a stranger.
We return to the hypotheses articulated at the outset (§II-B).
We have found that personal circumstances of responders that
one may reasonably imagine to increase wealth consciousness
appear to associate with increased thresholds for what counts
as a fair offer, thus supporting the first hypothesis. We did not
find support for the second hypothesis that offers in relation
to large amounts matter more than the percentage of the
offer, given that the overall rejection rate was so low in the
first experiment. The second experiment adopted a very small
windfall scale, by comparison with the first experiment, and
the number of rejections was much greater among a smaller
number of participants (28 offer rejections of 96 participants
in the second experiment vs. 8 of 147 in the first experiment);
however, we decline to pool the data between the two to
analyze this more deeply, given the other differences between
the two experiments. The second experiment produced support
for the third hypothesis: with greater social distance there is
greater inclination to reject offers.
These results establish that there is a need to analyze more
deeply the concept of wealth consciousness addressed here. We
have presumed that wealth consciousness need not be identical
with immediate concern about personal finances, although such
a concern may well give rise to wealth consciousness. One
may imagine that someone who has immediate concerns about
personal finances (such as, perhaps, a student) might have a
different level of wealth consciousness than someone who has
immediate concerns about personal finances and also worry
that the immediate situation may be long term and indefnite
(such as, perhaps, someone who has been without employment
for a long period). One may imagine that a sole contributor to
a household income is has a different sort of consciousness
of wealth to someone in a household whose income has
more than one source. These are suggestive suppositions, but
the construct of wealth consciousness requires more extended
analysis and empirical exploration.
VI.

C ONCLUSIONS

This work is relevant to the field of cognitive infocommunications [1], [14], [15], [16], [17]. We take this field,
like most technical domains, to have a scientific side and an
engineering side. That is, one may presume that it is a goal of
“coginfocom”, from an engineering perspective, to extend the
capabilities of humans by providing technologies that enhance
their capacity to interact successfully within the world.4 On
this view, telephones and lever-fulcrum combinations are both
innovations that extend the capacities of humans to interact
4 Taking “interact” very broadly, to include both communicating with other
humans and functioning in physical environments.

with the world. Independently, one may may presume that
it is a goal of coginfocom, from a scientific perspective,
to understand the dynamics of human cognition and communication. This work contributes in the latter manner, but
this work is not alone in the field in trying to contribute
to knowledge about the base-line provided by un-augmented
humans (such work explores many dimensions of human
perception, thought and interaction; see, for example, [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23]). Moreover, these two sides of
coginfocom are not in opposition.5 For example, it may well
be a consequence of success in this research into understanding
how people respond to the ultimatum game as it is embedded
in human-human interactions that it becomes possible to build
better artificial personal agents, more sensitive to the biases
that humans use in analyzing the world, and able to filter
information presented to humans in avoidance of distortions
that might confuse their decision making. The completeness
and incompleteness theorems are triumph of twentieth century
research in mathematical logic, with profound ramifications
for automated reasoning; the classification of foibles of human
reasoning with negation are a comparable triumph of cognitive
science, with equally profound ramifications within human
reasoning. The study of automated reasoning complements the
study of human reasoning. Never the twain shall part.6
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